Abstract
Foundations of Mathematical Morphology
Mathematical morphology is based on the classical operations dilation and erosion. An effective combination of these simple functions builds up a powerful concept for image processing. These mathematical operations can be applied on sets in the euclidean space Z N . In the case of binary images a scene can be seen as a set A in a two-dimensional space which contains all the foreground pixels. The translation of the scene A by the translation vector v can be expressed as
The morphological operator B (structuring element) is a set containing all the translation vectors. Using the above definition the basic operation dilation which is commonly denoted as A B, is defined by The morphological opposite to dilation is erosion A B, which is defined as
With the basic definitions in equation 2 and 3 it is possible to derive the opening and closing operations. ( 4 ) opening:
The opening of an object A with structuring element B will select exactly those pixels from object A where the positioned structuring element entirely matches in all points. Openings are widely used for the smoothing of binary scenes and removal of background noise that is of smaller extension than the structuring element. The counterpart to opening is a closing of object A with a structuring element B ( 5 ) closing:
which can be thought of as an opening on all background pixels. Closings are used for contour smoothing and removal of noise within a scene. Further morphological operations are explained in detail in [8] , [15] and [16] .
A remark should be made about the reference pixel of a structuring element B. The reference pixel is defined as the origin of the coordinate system of structuring element B. In this paper, we presume that the reference pixel itself is always a part of the morphological operator. This presumption is made to simplify matters of operation definitions and is of no limitation to a universal validity.
Color-Coded Morphology
Color-coded images are used quite frequently in Computer Graphics. One might think of continuously colored images as temperature maps, where blue colored pixels represent low temperature values and red color tones stand for high values. We do not refer to those types of images, rather than that, we understand color-coded images as an image type, in which each color embodies a semantic meaning. It should be pointed out that the distance of two colors in the RGB-space does not necessarily correspond to their semantic relation.
A field where we face color-coded images is in the area of classification applications, where raw data is processed by classification techniques to assign a semantic meaning to each pixel. Texture analysis [5] , [10] , satellite image analysis for landuse classification [6] , or medical image analysis for segmentation purposes of different tissue types are typical applications in that field. When classification tasks are solved with pixel-oriented approaches, one might get noisy result images due to misclassifications.
For the proper understanding of the next subsection, it is essential, to keep the importance of semantic sensitive processing in mind. If e.g. we take a tomographic image from the brain and submit it to a postprocessing analysis, we need another treatment of a liquor pixel adjacent to white-or grey matter than for a liquor pixel adjacent to a background pixel. The latter case does not satisfy the simple semantic rule that all anatomically possible neighbors of a background pixel must be either background or fat tissue.
The postprocessing of a color-coded image could be achieved using three different morphological approaches:
I. Transformation of color-coded images into binary ones. II. Consideration of color-coded images as gray-scale images. III. Extension of the morphological operations.
Approach I. is a simple solution, but it is not sufficient since a binary morphological operation as it is defined by equations 2 -5 would delete information that was contained in the input image.
reference pixel
Figure 1. Closing of a color-coded image with a binary closing on color f 3
Figure 1 illustrates a binary closing where color f 3 was selected to be the binary foreground. After dilation on f 3 -that is all pixels of object A belonging to color f 3 -some pixels of color f 2 are superseded. The following erosion leaves them in the undefined state f 1.
Approach II. uses the original definition in such a way that the color values are understood as the third dimension of an image. In contrary to approach I., we could allow two or more colors per pixel but we still could not fulfill the required semantic sensitive behavior of our operations. Therefore, we choose approach III. extending the classical definitions in the next subsections.
Color-Coded Images
Now, with the understanding of the previous subsection, we can lay out some basic definitions for color-coded images. First of all we define an application-dependent color space F as the set containing all k possible color values.
( 6 ) color space:
We define a color set F of all possible subsets of F.
Note that the empty set itself is an element of F. We can now define a color-coded image as an object A, which is a subset A Ū Z N and an associated function A, which defines a projection from A to the set F:
According to this definition, function A(a) assigns a color-code to each pixel a. The color-code -simply named color -is one element from the color set F. The color itself might consist of an arbitrary number of color values f 1 , f 2 ,... from the color space.
For simplification of our notation, we will denote in the following A(x) instead of A(x).The color-code for the reference pixel is defined as A(0), B(0), etc. According to the remark in Section 2 we require, that the reference pixel is always an element of a structuring object. A special case of a color-coded object is a monochrome object, which has the same color for all elements. The definition of a color-code for a pixel requires a specific understanding of matching. Therefore, we define a match between two object elements as
In this case, the elements a and b have at least one common color value from the color space in their colors. If object B is moved with its reference pixel to position a, and condition 11 is fulfilled for all elements b out of B and their corresponding covered pixels in A, then it is a match between object B and object A :
matches at pixel a to object A:
Operating with structuring element B on image A we can differ between two morphological operation modes, either superseding or transparent. The characteristics of superseding operations are similar to those of binary operations. A pixel b with an assigned color B(b) will supersede the previous color A(a), if B covers a. A superseding mode will be denoted with subindex o. The contrary transparent operation will preserve the information that was set in image A. In other words, if B covers pixel a the resulting color in the result image C will be a union of both previous colors
We call it transparent because the previous color is still contained in the result and can be accessed after additional operations. A transparent operation will be denoted with a subindex t.
Dilation
Similar to binary operations, the dilation is one of the two basic operations in color-coded morphology. The definition from equation 2 is now extended for the usage in color-coded images as introduced with equation 8 . We define the transparent version of dilation formally as We admit that the above definition is difficult to follow and more than that it doesn't express how a color-coded operation works. Since a morphological operation can be imagined as an object that moves across an input image and, under certain conditions, stops at selected coordinates and computes the result, we should rather define the operations in pseudo-code, which allows a better understanding of the underlying process (All keywords will be in bold print). The transformed equation 14 in pseudo-code is more convenient for practical application and implementation. with associated definition area for structuring element B:
C = A t B:
Differing from the transparent dilation, the superseding dilation defined by equation 16 might repeatedly change the color of a pixel. The result image C would then depend on the sequence of access in A. In order to eliminate this dependency we restrict with 17 the definition area of structuring element B such that all elements b Ů B are assigned to the same color. Note that this does not mean that B is a monochrome object.
The definition of color-coded operations includes a powerful instrument for realizing semantic sensitive processing if the operations themselves are sensitive. Following this concept, we require that any operation can only add or supersede color values to the color of a pixel a if the actual color of that pixel A(a) does not include any writeprotected color value. The writeprotected color values are elements of a color subspace G Ũ F. We can define sensitive instances of the dilation versions and denote them with an index s(G) that expresses the sensitivity to a protected color space. The corresponding sensitive superseding dilation is defined straightforwardly by replacing the union C(a+b)=C(a+b)ƒB(b) with an explicit assignment C(a+b)=B(b) with the color of the covering element. Figure 3 illustrates an example for a sensitive superseding dilation on an image that contains one protected color. conditional transparent dilation:
It should be mentioned that several applications require iterative processing with a conditional dilation in order to recover regions that were removed due to previous morphological operations -a method that was used on binary images by [16] .
Erosion
Although we consider erosion as the morphological opposite to dilation this does not hold true for all varieties of instances. The transparent and superseding version are defined as 
superseding erosion:
Using the transparent erosion the basic difference to 21 is that the image position that is covered by the reference pixel of the structuring element will still keep its previous color. In order to shorten our definitions, we will formulate the following instances of erosion just for the transparent version. The superseding version may be derived by simply replacing C(a) = C(a) ƒ B(0) with C(a) = B(0) in the color assignment of the definition. 
sensitive transparent erosion:
The corresponding superseding version is denoted as C = A s(G),o B; with G Ũ F. The sensitive closing operation, to be introduced in Section 3.6., will use both versions of sensitive erosion.
If one works with color-coded operations, the shape that is encoded by an erosion operator will soon be considered to be too strong or too precise. The matching condition of a structuring element might be fulfilled only in a limited number of cases. For example, if we intend to determine a region of a specified color, we will not match those pixels which either are close to the border of the region or which contain a "misclassified pixel" in their environment. Both cases get even more meaning when the operation is done on three dimensions like with a classified tomography dataset. The described negative impact can be reduced with a modified relative definition of the erosion. Let card (B) be the number of elements in operator B, then we define the Relative transparent or superseding erosions enable us to achieve a more fuzzy description of the matching condition, as for example: "The structuring element B matches at position a, if a percentage n of the neighbored pixels match the corresponding pixels". The percentage n is given with respect to the cardinality of the structuring element B. If n is set to 1, the relative erosion is equivalent to the definition of erosion in 20 . 
Opening
With our definitions in 3.2. and 3.3. we combine erosion and dilation for a linked color-coded morphological operation. Corresponding to the binary standard our aim is to smooth regions. Thus, in the first attempt we define a transparent opening as a transparent erosion followed by a transparent dilation with the same element, following equation 4 . This intends to achieve an operation that preserves all pixels in A under the condition that structuring element B matches at pixel a, which is covered by the reference pixel. Considering an example in Figure 5 we realize that D is not the desired result. An additional operation is required, which intersects object D with the input image A.
Figure 5. Transparent opening includes a final intersection with input image A.
The intersection of D with A results in image E whose characteristics correspond to our intention. Thus we define a transparent opening as
which includes a final intersection with the input image. The operation smoothes the contour that corresponds to the region of the reference pixel color. A superseding version of 24 is not given here, since it can not be derived in a consistent form. If we defined the superseding operation to be a transparent erosion followed by a superseding dilation we would receive with F = ( A t B ) o B an object that would have lost some of the information about the original image. As a consequence, the intersection with the input image will end in the empty set for the color definition of an unbounded number of pixel positions. We should make a note of the identity of transparent and superseding opening for a limited number of structuring elements that have the same monochrome color for all pixels.
An interesting variation to equation 24 can be derived if the envolved erosion that detects the region assigned to the reference pixel's color is encoded in a relative way.
( 25 ) relative transparent opening:
Closing
The counterpart in combining dilation and erosion defines the closing of a color-coded image in its transparent and superseding versions ( 26 ) transparent closing:
( 27 ) superseding closing:
Note that for equation 26 and 27 we must restrict the definition area from structuring element B to achieve a proper working operation. Thus, we require a monochrome structuring element B that has the same color for all pixels. The closing behavior is then similar to a binary closing, as Figure 6 illustrates. 
Again, the relativity which describes the matching percentage of the structuring element is assigned to the erosion. The rough definition implies a fuzzy behavior of the operation. Compared to the standard closing version, there might be a fuzzy extension of closed regions, more than that, the smoothing behavior will change with relativity.
Bridging
The definitions in the previous subsections were basically derived from their binary analogies. If we allow different operators for combined morphological operations, we open further potentialities. This subsection will show that different operator colors perform sensitive operations without an integration of a protected color space. With the definition of bridging which is denoted by A (B 1 ,B 2 ), the protection rule is then embedded in the structuring elements.
The purpose of bridging is as follows. We consider a color-coded image with a region associated to a color with color value f 1 . Enclosed in this region are noisy pixels with different colors. Those noisy colors are, on the one hand, related to color value f 2 , which is considered to be semantically possible, and, on the other hand, related to color value f 3 that stems from misclassification. The intention is to replace all color-values f 3 at enclosed pixel positions with color value f 1 . This process will now set up a "bridge" over pixels of type f 3 to the next pixel from kind f 1 . We define a transparent bridging as a combination of a detective erosion with an additional dilation. The erosion implements the semantic rule, since only unprotected color values are set in all pixel positions that are neighbored to the reference pixel of structuring element B 1 . To fulfill our purpose, we replace in definition 32 the transparent dilation by a superseding dilation and obtain a superseding bridging that will be denoted by A o (B 1 ,B 2 ). Figure 7 illustrates in which way the superseding bridging fulfills our purpose. Enclosed pixels from type f 3 are replaced. Although the notation of a bridging resembles an opening operation, its behavior is more related to closing. A similar result could have been obtained with a sensitive closing with structuring element D.
Figure 7. Superseding bridging
The proper choice between bridging functionality and an alternative sensitive closing needs to be carefully evaluated. One should definitely consider shape and extension as characteristics of the enclosed noise.
Tunneling
While bridging is related to closing, tunneling, as a counterpart, is more related to opening. As outlined in Section 3.4., the opening operation fails when the input image is too noisy. Even large regions of one color might disappear after an opening operation if there are isolated enclosed pixels of a different color. This impact can be avoided, if the enclosed pixels are replaced temporarily by a closing operation on the actual color. Therefore, we define the tunneling operation denoted by 
The definition of the superseding tunneling includes a "superseding opening" that was not defined in Section 3.4. It is realized as a transparent opening and an additional superseding erosion with a structuring element that is just the monochrome reference pixel of the opening operation. Figure 8 . Superseding tunneling Figure 8 illustrates a superseding tunneling. In that case, an opening with B 2 would delete all pixels in A. The tunneling operation preserves the "main regions". The operation can be interpreted in a way that the surviving pixels were able to build imaginary tunnels to their neighbors. Isolated pixels with no neighbors are removed by the operation.
Results
The results presented in this section stem from a medical application where 3D image data were analyzed by artificial neural networks [1] in order to segment different tissue types from the raw data. The specific interest lies in detection of pathological tissue, such as a brain tumor in Figure 9 .
It should be noted that the neural net considered pixels as undefined if their computed features did not correlate to any of the anatomical classes. Furthermore, it must be stated that the class bone is seldom found in the result images. This stems from the fact that bone has almost no signal in a MRI image and thus was underrepresented in this training set.
The classification result in Figure 10 (left) was computed by an artificial neural network that was trained on comparable pathologic data. Due to the limited resolution of the acquisition technique, the underlaying anatomy was mapped with a rather rough resolution. The classification result is a color-coded image where the color-codes represent anatomical classes.
Figure 9. MR image slice with two meningioma
The data presented there stem from a brain cancer patient affected by two meningioma. The data were recorded with MRI techniques at a resolution of approximately 1mm in the image plane and 4mm in the z-plane.
It would be beyond the scope of this paper to consider all details of anatomical rules and their transformation into color-coded morphological operators. Nevertheless, with the following table, we want to present some of the basic rules that define the semantic relationships between two color-codes. We briefly sketch the operations that computed the morphologically processed images in Figure 11 (right). The operations are defined with either 2D-or 3D-structuring elements. In general the operators are elliptically shaped and embody the above rules. We assume that our classified input image is not affected by noise in the background, which will not be the case in general. The first step is an operation that removes isolated misclassified pixels in the scene of Figure 10 (left) as they exist for grey matter, white matter, liquor, tumor, and fat tissue. Figure 10(right) shows the result that was reached with a relative transparent opening. The associated relativity value is chosen with respect to the specific color code and to the sequence of processing. The second step smoothes the contours and closes the regions. We start with a closing on the tumor regions. Then a sensitive closing is performed on each of the following anatomical classes: fat, white matter, grey matter, liquor. The set of protected color values is the set {tumor, fat, white matter, grey matter, liquor} without the color of the actual single sensitive closing step. The output of this smoothing procedure, as it is illustrated in Figure 11 (left), contains a number of undefined regions. They origin either in undefined input from the classifier, or they result from the removal of isolated pixels. Thus, we finish with a limited filling of undefined regions. This can be achieved by alternating sensitive dilations on the anatomical classes.
